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RAVAN, one year ago
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EEI is most important quantity for climate change

§ The small imbalance (~1 W/m2) between incoming solar 
irradiance and Earth outgoing energy (solar reflected + Earth’s 
black body emission) drives climate change

§ Current space-based assets cannot quantify Earth’s outgoing 
radiation well enough to resolve EEI
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(EEI = Earth Energy Imbalance)

TSI/4≈
341 W/m2

TSI/4 – TOE = EEI ≈ +1 W/m2
TSI = Total Solar Irradiance

TOE = Total Outgoing Energy
EEI = Earth Energy Imbalance



What we need is a space-based constellation for TOE

§ Accurate, un-tuned measurements of TOE
§ Global, simultaneous, 24/7 coverage
§ Diurnal sampling of rapidly varying phenomena

Ø Clouds
Ø Plants
Ø Ozone/photochemistry
Ø Aerosols
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The maturation of smallsat/hosted 
payload and constellation technology 
provides an opportunity for taking a big 
step forward in Earth energy budget 
science. RAVAN is a pathfinder for a 
future EEB constellation.

RAVAN

(TOE = Total Outgoing Energy)



RAVAN timeline

§ Nov-12 RAVAN proposal submitted
§ Apr-13 RAVAN selected
§ Nov-13 CubeSat Launch Initiative (CSLI) proposal submitted
§ Feb-14 RAVAN selected for CSLI launch (TBD)
§ Apr-14 Payload CDR
§ Dec-14 Decision on bus (BCT selected)
§ Jul-15 Bus CDR
§ Feb-16 RAVAN becomes “back-up” on commercial launch
§ May-16 RAVAN is officially manifested for launch
§ Jun-16 Payload delivered to BCT for I&T
§ Aug-16 RAVAN delivered to Cal Poly for LV integration
§ Nov-16 Launch
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RAVAN waited for 
launch opportunity 
for two years.

RAVAN



Basic design concept
§ Treat as simple irradiance measurement

Ø Thermal detectors with spectrally flat black absorbers and precision apertures
§ Redundant Total (2x) and SW (2x) channels

Ø Sapphire dome used as shortwave filter
§ *Primary radiometers: vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VACNTs) on Si

Ø Compact radiometer with better sensitivity for a given time constant
Ø Good but not perfect absorber
Ø Potential degradation due to contamination

§ Secondary radiometers: Black painted conical Cu cavity
Ø “Old” tech
Ø Less subject to contamination
Ø Degradation monitor for primary radiometers
Ø Proves performance of primary
Ø Provides redundancy (risk mitigation)

§ *Gallium black body emitter
Ø Transfer standard for Total channels
Ø Degradation monitor of both primary and secondary Total channels
Ø Ga BB coupled with solar and space looks gives offset and degradation 

monitoring
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*Technology demonstrations



Technology objective #1: Carbon nanotubes
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0.1%

Radiometer assembly:
VACNT absorber 7 mm in diameter
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trolled heat sink and cavities. The ERIS mission 
does not have the space, mass or power that was 
available to NISTAR; therefore, the ERIS de-
tector design includes, in addition to the out-
ward looking cavity, a reference cavity viewing 
the inside of the instrument. The temperature 
sensors of the two cavities are connected in op-
posing arms of a resistive bridge which will 
compensate for signal noise produced by the 
thermal characteristics of the instrument hous-
ing. Most prior Earth radiation budget (ERB) 
instruments and all of the total solar irradiance 
instruments have employed this type of refer-
ence cavity design (or reference thermistor flake 
design) with a resistive bridge to remove com-
mon mode thermal changes. 

Vertically Aligned Carbon Nanotube De-
sign Heritage. The Sensor Science Nano/Micro 
Systems group lead by Dr. Stergios Papadakis 
in the Milton Eisenhower Research Center at 
APL, has a history of providing vertically 
aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) forests for a 
variety of terrestrial and space-based instrument 
applications [Papadakis et al., 2002; Papadakis 
et al., 2003]. Currently, these forests are being 
applied to internally funded stray light control 
applications in infrared (IR) instrumentation as 
well as two NASA ROSES projects, one to de-
velop photon blocking applications for solid-
state energetic particle detectors and another to 
develop field-emission-based harsh-environ-

ment electronics. Terrestrial applications are 
also ongoing to develop an IR scene projector in 
collaboration with APL’s Air and Missile De-
fense Department, and a field-emission-based 
terahertz source supported by the Office of Na-
val Research. APL can produce a large run of 
the ERIS-specified absorbers in a matter of 
weeks. 

Although most institutions, including APL, 
have no direct heritage with space qualified and 
flown VACNT technology it has been shown 
that these absorbers demonstrate extremely flat 
response across a wide wavelength range [Mi-
zuno et al., 2009] and have a number of favora-
ble material properties. Currently, Nanocomp, 
Inc., has operational nanotube technology on 
Juno (launched 5 August 2011), a classified 
DoD cubesat program (2011), and the Interna-
tional Space Station Materials International 
Space Station Experiment (MISSE) 8 (launched 
May 2011). APL currently has TRL-3 vertically 
aligned carbon nanotube technology that will be 
elevated to higher TRL under a trade study and 
space qualification activities during Phase A 
trade study (Fig. F-10). 

Modification for ERIS Mission. As dis-
cussed in section F.3.1, APL plans to mount the 
vertically aligned carbon nanotube absorbers 
for the form factor of ERIS and conduct per-
formance and environmental tests to raise the 
nanotube absorbers to TRL-6 by PDR. While 
the heritage cavity design derived from the 

 
Figure J10-8. An APL technician moves a fresh batch of 
vertically aligned carbon nanotube forests from one of the 
Laboratory’s tube furnaces. Currently these forests can 
be grown in one day or less. 

 
Figure J10-9. Growth from rectangular-patterned catalyst 
region of VACNT substrate. 
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Technology objective #2: Gallium black bodies
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Measured in the lab

2. Is%it%pure%gallium%or%a%compound?%%I%think%it%is%pure.%%Please%confirm.%
Pure%gallium%will%be%used%%

3. Is%the%gallium%enclosed%in%a%container?%%%
%

%
%
As%seen%in%the%above%cross>section,%the%gallium%cell%consists%of%a%silicon%base%(shown%as%black),%a%
stainless%steel%top%(red),%and%two%silicone%gaskets%(green)%which%create%seals%against%the%silicon%and%
stainless%surfaces.%There%is%an%aluminum%flange%(shown%as%orange)%which%clamps%down%on%the%gaskets%
evenly%using%four%screws.%%Stress%analysis%was%performed%to%verify%that%the%silicon%wafer%can%
withstand%the%internal%pressure%increase%due%to%the%expansion%of%the%gallium%as%it%freezes.%Analysis%
also%showed%that%the%clamping%pressure%was%significantly%larger%than%the%pressure%inside%of%the%cell%
(ensuring%a%reliable%seal).%%%This%cell%has%already%been%filled%and%subject%to%vibration%testing%with%no%
indication%of%leaking.%

4.%%Does%the%gallium%emit%hazardous%radiation?%

It%does%not%emit%hazardous%radiation.%%The%gallium%used%for%this%assembly%consists%of%its%stable%isotopes%
and%not%the%isotopes%used%in%medical%imaging.%%%

Silicon%wafer%

Stainless%Steel%%

Gaskets%

Clamping%
Flange%



Payload very compact (<1U)
§ Pair of two-channel differential 

bolometric sensors
Ø Pair #1: VACNT absorber
Ø Pair #2: Cavity absorber

§ Total channels (2)
Ø UV to 200 μm

§ Shortwave channels (2)
Ø Sapphire domes (2)
Ø UV to ~5.5 μm

§ Fixed-point gallium BBs in 
covers (2)

§ Reusable doors must open to 
clear radiometer 130° fields of 
view (FOVs) and lock tightly for 
launch

§ Radiometers thermally isolated 
from spacecraft and actively 
temperature controlled

§ SMaP (payload only)
Ø Size (volume): <1 U
Ø Mass: <1 kg
Ø Power: ~1.9 W (average)
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Cavity
radiometers

VACNT
radiometers

Gallium
source

Gallium
source

Doors



Payload flies on a 3U CubeSat

§ Using Blue Canyon Technologies XB3 3U bus (their first 
spacecraft!)
Ø Integrated XACT ADCS (also flew on MinXSS, deployed from the 

ISS in May 2016), GN&C for 3-axis control, GPS receiver
§ Need attitude control for nadir/solar/deep space observations
§ BCT: Payload I&T, LV integration, mission operations
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Sunny side Shady side



§ Launch: Nov 11, 2016
Ø Atlas V, Vandenberg AFB
Ø Orbit: ~600 km, sun-sync

§ As of June 15, 2017:
Ø # days on orbit: 216
Ø # orbits: 3,231
Ø # UHF overpasses: 864

Successfully launched and operating
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Payload data not continuous but providing what we 
need
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Bus 
commissioning

Winter 
weather

Bus SD card failure!

UHF interference, resets



Ga transitioning “on its own” due to orbital temperature 
variation
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Temperature measurement near Ga cell



Controlled Ga transitions, as viewed by radiometers
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Data for the radiometer total channels



First light: 
The VACNT and cavity radiometers track very well
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(eclipse) (eclipse)

Data spikes at terminator crossings likely due to glint



Next steps:
• Data analysis!
• Degradation monitoring
• LaRC visit

What’s next?
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RAVAN

130° FoV



Summary: RAVAN as pathfinder

§ RAVAN has met most mission objectives already
Ø Collected enough data for basic technology demonstration
Ø We have data for preliminary absolute calibration
Ø More data needed for refinement and longer-term stability

§ Looking forward to more analysis and measurements
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trolled heat sink and cavities. The ERIS mission 
does not have the space, mass or power that was 
available to NISTAR; therefore, the ERIS de-
tector design includes, in addition to the out-
ward looking cavity, a reference cavity viewing 
the inside of the instrument. The temperature 
sensors of the two cavities are connected in op-
posing arms of a resistive bridge which will 
compensate for signal noise produced by the 
thermal characteristics of the instrument hous-
ing. Most prior Earth radiation budget (ERB) 
instruments and all of the total solar irradiance 
instruments have employed this type of refer-
ence cavity design (or reference thermistor flake 
design) with a resistive bridge to remove com-
mon mode thermal changes. 

Vertically Aligned Carbon Nanotube De-
sign Heritage. The Sensor Science Nano/Micro 
Systems group lead by Dr. Stergios Papadakis 
in the Milton Eisenhower Research Center at 
APL, has a history of providing vertically 
aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) forests for a 
variety of terrestrial and space-based instrument 
applications [Papadakis et al., 2002; Papadakis 
et al., 2003]. Currently, these forests are being 
applied to internally funded stray light control 
applications in infrared (IR) instrumentation as 
well as two NASA ROSES projects, one to de-
velop photon blocking applications for solid-
state energetic particle detectors and another to 
develop field-emission-based harsh-environ-

ment electronics. Terrestrial applications are 
also ongoing to develop an IR scene projector in 
collaboration with APL’s Air and Missile De-
fense Department, and a field-emission-based 
terahertz source supported by the Office of Na-
val Research. APL can produce a large run of 
the ERIS-specified absorbers in a matter of 
weeks. 

Although most institutions, including APL, 
have no direct heritage with space qualified and 
flown VACNT technology it has been shown 
that these absorbers demonstrate extremely flat 
response across a wide wavelength range [Mi-
zuno et al., 2009] and have a number of favora-
ble material properties. Currently, Nanocomp, 
Inc., has operational nanotube technology on 
Juno (launched 5 August 2011), a classified 
DoD cubesat program (2011), and the Interna-
tional Space Station Materials International 
Space Station Experiment (MISSE) 8 (launched 
May 2011). APL currently has TRL-3 vertically 
aligned carbon nanotube technology that will be 
elevated to higher TRL under a trade study and 
space qualification activities during Phase A 
trade study (Fig. F-10). 

Modification for ERIS Mission. As dis-
cussed in section F.3.1, APL plans to mount the 
vertically aligned carbon nanotube absorbers 
for the form factor of ERIS and conduct per-
formance and environmental tests to raise the 
nanotube absorbers to TRL-6 by PDR. While 
the heritage cavity design derived from the 

 
Figure J10-8. An APL technician moves a fresh batch of 
vertically aligned carbon nanotube forests from one of the 
Laboratory’s tube furnaces. Currently these forests can 
be grown in one day or less. 

 
Figure J10-9. Growth from rectangular-patterned catalyst 
region of VACNT substrate. Carbon nanotube forest

RAVAN payload
RAVAN 3U CubeSat

!  The objective of RAVAN is to demonstrate a 
radiometer that is compact, low cost, and 
absolutely accurate to NIST traceable 
standards.  

!  RAVAN and CubeSats allow for constellations 
that are affordable in sufficient numbers to 
measure Earth’s radiative diurnal cycle and 
absolute energy imbalance to climate 
accuracies (globally at 0.3 W/m2) for the first 
time. 

!  This is very aggressive….. 
"  We have a plan. 

Sensor Head continued 

22 APL Proprietary 

!  Two Channel Bolometric Sensor 
"  Total Channel 

•  responsivity out to >200 µm 
"  Short Wave (SW) Channel 

•  Sapphire Dome transmission ~150 nm to  ~6 µm 
"  Wide Dynamic Range of 1400 W/m2  

•  This covers the Earth (100 to 750 W/m2) and the Sun (1361 W/m2) 
"  WFOV ~130 Degrees  

•  Which is wider than the Earth disk 
•  FOV defined by the Earth disk and a precision NIST measured aperture 

"  Vertically Aligned Carbon Nano Tubes (VACNT) 
•  Capable of Spectrally Flat absorbtance from UV to < 200 µm 
•  SW: SIRCUS-Type Spectral Resp.Cal 1σ<0.05% 
•  Full solar reflected range 

"  Fixed-Point Gallium BB in Cover 
•  Repeatable and Stable Source  

-  Goal: 1σ 0.005 K (.03 W/m2 ) 

!  VACNT Investigation 
"  Spectral Absorptivity is the key  

RAVAN Sensor Head 

23 APL Proprietary 
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